Unveiling of Mahatma Gandhi Jayanti Logo at LMMM

Sri. KV Vidya Sagar, Executive Director (Works) I/c unveiled Swachhta logo made by employees of LMMM department in front of Area shop office of LMMM.

Speaking on the occasion, Sri Vidya Sagar said that, this logo is a first of its kind in the plant and more appropriate as entire nation is celebrating Mahatma Gandhi’s 150th Birth Day celebrations. While appreciating the efforts of LMMM department in its journey towards Swachatha Abhiyan, he called for more active involvement of all employees of all the departments of the organization in this sacred cause. He lauded the efforts of LMMM in not only the production but also in the areas of QC’s, Suggestions, Safety, 5s and Swachh bharat etc. HODs of CED Sri Tripati, StED Sri Dutta, SED Sri Krishnaiah, RS&RS Sri VV.Ramana Rao, TS Sri RLC Patnaik and representatives from Management Services Mrs Bhanu.N, DGM(MS) and CSR Sri. AKK Sarma also participated. HOD - LMMM Sri PA Narasa Raju welcomed the gathering and DGM(O)I/C(LMMM) Dr.M.Srinivasa Prasad conducted the program. Employees along with representatives from various trade unions and contract workers participated.
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